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US Hydrotech Environmental Solutions custom 
designs fi ltration systems for use with ClearTreat 
Reactant.  The size, capacity, and operating 
characteristics of each system is tailored to the 
individual needs of clients.
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�� MS 100 MB - With a hand crank fi lter bed 
     instead of the pull out tray.  This unit has a  
     500 gallon ply storage tank and the whole 
     system is skid mounted.  This unit is also 
     painted safety even though it is all 304 stain-
     less including the skid.

��  MS 100 MBST -4BF - The middle tank is the 
     100 gallon mix tank.  The front tank is the 4 
     bag filter tank for solids removal and the back 
     tank is for clean water.  This unit has a pres-
     sure washer under the mix tank which uses 
     the clean water from the back storage tank.

��  MS 100 MBST - This unit has a 200 gallon 
     integral storage tank at the rear of the unit.
     This gives it a smaller foot print. This particu-
     lar unit has an inlet strainer housing for 
     coarse particulate.

��  ClearTreat Reactant provides superior separa-
     tion and fl occulation in a simple, affordable 
     process.  ClearTreat is a mixture of Sodium 
     Bentonyte Clay and select polymers. Clear-

Treat Reactant is an excellent choice for re-
     moving oils, greases, and metals found in 
     most wastewater streams. ClearTreat sys-
     tems are designed for low fl ow, high load
     waste streams, which allows the system to 
     work with little to no dilution.
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